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The model of Earth-Moon coaccretion is developed in the framework of 
standard scenario of Origin of the Solar System. We take into account the 
evolution of population of large bodies which disappear in mutual catastrophic 
collisions (macroimpacts) during the planetary accretion [I, 21. Our model takes 
properly into account tlle additional feeding of presatellite swarm by tlle material 
ejected from outer shell of growing planet due to macroimpacts of falling bodies. 
This inodel includes five cl~einical reservoirs, that are circurnsolar and 
circumplanetary disks and primitive core, mantle and permanently originating and 
destroying crust of the Earth. 

Results. The mass fluxes in the 5-reservoirs inodel are estimated. The 
estimations of Earth's radius and mass growth (see Fig. 1) and masses of 
primitive core and mantle are agree with our previously results [I, 2, 31. The 
depth H(t) of stirring of outer shell by bodies impacts is estimated (Fig. 1,2). The 
value H(t) exhibits large (6HIH -1) space-temporal fluctuations and decreases 
from thousand kilometres on the main stage (0.7-0.95 Me) of the Earth's growth 
to tl~e tens of luloinetres at the end of accumulation. By the way we calculated the 
portion of melts y = VlueltsIVe in dependence on masses and velocities of falling 
bodies tidung into account well-known estimations [4] and computer calculations 
[5] for Moon-Earth-Venus craters. For the main stages we obtain y - 0.01-0.1. 
The estimations of impact stirring inteilsity (-loA(-7) Me( per year) show that at 
the early stages th~s  mechanism exceeded 111 power gravitational and heat 
coiivection. The calculated deficit Fe-Ni-S (less 4-8% of the lunar mass) and 
enriclment by FeO (8-12%), A1203 (4.5-6%) and CaO (3.7-5%) for the Moon are 
shown to be controlled by at least three major factors: the power of differentiation 
of the Earth and thdsness H(t) of the earth's nearsurface shell, stirring by 
macroimpacts and variations in composition of primitive (in average "cllondritic") 
material incoming fiom circumsolar disk. 

Conclusion. The problems of formation, composition and thickness of 
primitive basalt-eclogitic Earth's crust, and the problem of lunar composition are 
intimately related. The comparatibility of masses and compositions of these two 
reservoirs, and the synchronism of the processes of their forming and an 
interchange by material must be put in the basic of ensuing models. 
The intermediate model is realized instead of the known alternative models "the 
cold primitive Earth" and "magmatic ocean". 
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Fig. 1 Fig. 2 

Fig. 1 .  The curves 1 and 2 illustrate the growth in time of the relative Earth's 
mass (m(t)lMe) and radius (r(t)lR~). The curves 3 and 4 illustrate time variations 
of the depth of impact stirring layer H(t)/Re and its standard o(t)/R~ up to 150 
Myrs . 
Fig. 2. The depth of impact stkrhg layer (1) and its standard (2) at the end of 
accumulation of the Earth (t within the range 100 to 400 Myrs). 
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